


veterinary staff are in the front line when it comes to handling aggressive and

frightened animals, Hsin- Yi Cohen, BA, MA, MSt, looks at the body language and

handling of such dogs

Bite prevention

individuals are unpredictable and may be

quick to use aggression as a means of coping
with a stressful situation. Of course, even a

normally confident dog nuy show

nervousness when coming into the strange
smelling and often tense environment of a

veterinary clinic. (This is where veterinary
run "puppy parties" are so valuable,

providing the dog with positive associations

to the veterinary clinic £l'om a young,

impressionable age.)

Very occasionally, dogs can show

dominant aggression - challenging and

disciplining the human for not submitting to
its demands. Despite popular belief, however,

true dominant aggression is quite rare and

most attacks are fear-based. Ultimately,

however, why a dog bites is irrelevant - the
pain is just the same!

Body language

The first step to bite prevention is to know how to read a dog's
body language accurately. Most dogs give plenty of visual clues

Fearful dogs
Dog attacks are often the result of fear

aggression, when a dog feels threatened and

cornered (Figure 1), leaving it with no
choice but to lash out in self-defence. Some

dogs may be naturally timid, as the result of

their genetic make-up, or they may have

developed a feal{ul temperament through

poor socialisation and lack of appropriate
imprinting, especially on humans.

Compared to well-socialised, confident dogs that may be
startled, but then quickly "bounce back", these nervous

6)og bite statistics are always an
emotive topic. Although most

victims are children or those

inexperienced in dealing with dogs, VNs are

certainly in the risk group, given their daily

need to handle unfamiliar dogs in stressful
situations - often obliged to administer

treatment which their canine charges find

feal{ul or painful. So can anything be done

to reduce the risk of getting bitten?

Figure 2. Canine body language (adapted from from The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals' "Reading canine body postures").

~
Posture mildly
crouched, weight
over rear legs

Hackles may be up

~ Tail down
/ and tensed/

Muzzle tense,
wrinkled and snarling,
teeth exposed

Ears back, pupils

dilated ~

DEFENSIVEAGGRESSION

When fearful, a dog will give warning
signals to indicate he does not wish to be
approached. If unheeded, he will bite to
protect himself.

AGGRESSIVEATTACK

This threatening posture is used to chase another
away or, if need be, to attack in order to protect
possessions, pack or self.

eyes staring Ears erect,

~ tilted forwardlips curled / d hackle may
~ beup

teeth bared, ~

snarling ,'~'. \

charging, weight - r' ,-I \ tail stiff, raised
forward -----------~J J

On back, belly exposed

Ears back ~ '._ ,J Tail tucked, release

~ ,::::.'3'( ).,.:1 ~ of urine droplets~,:V~ ~
~ Head turned away,

indirect gaze
PASSIVESUBMISSION

Bellying up indicates surrender, a pacifying gesture
offered to a more dominant or aggressive individual

Eyes large, hard staring
Muzzle tense,

lips lifted to Ears up, forward

display teeth ~

\\1<'
Stiff legged, '" I _ '
weight over ": j •• ~ ~ Tail up,

front legs ~ \ f & br.istled,! . stiff wag

AROUSAL

The dog has been stimulated by something in his
environment. When the dog is excited by something
pleasurable, the hackles will be down and the tail
will be carried a little lower and will loosely wag.
The muzzle will be relaxed and the tongue may be
seen. This posture may be displayed to subordinates
in order to express higher ranking pack position.

.~ Tail hangs low,
slow wag

Ears back

Eyes half closed, Iblinking ~
~,-

Head erect

ACTIVESUBMISSION

This pacifying posture is used when a dog
acknowledges another dog or human's higher
social ranking, or to inhibit another's aggression.

'I

Mouth nearly. /~ 1:r/'closed, tongu~ rtip darts out

Raised paw

Mouth relaxed,

slightly open \ Ears up
Weight even~ \ /

distributed Iy \£fover all "'l'

four feet ~ -')';'~ l~.yd.'
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which alert you to their state of ITund and their intentions.

Everyone usually thinks of a wagging tail, but the signals can be
a lot more complex - a wagging tail, for example, can mean

many different things depending on the position of the tail and

the speed of the wag.

A stressed dog will usually be quite obvious - its pupils will

be dilated, with the eyes wide open and the whites possibly

showing; its ears will be back against its head, body lowered, tail
down and it may be panting rapidly, sucking back its lips to

show all its teeth. (However, in some dogs, stress can also be

shown through clamping their mouths shut and holding their

breath.) It may also be sweating through its paw pads.
Dogs like this will often be trying to get away from the

source of anxiety, either cowering behind its owner or flattening
itself against a wall and turning its head away.

If it continues to feel threatened and does not have the

option to flee, it may then progress to the next stage which is

defensive or fear aggression. In addition to dilated pupils,
lowered body and mouth pulled back to show its teeth, it will
also have its hackles raised and its muzzle/nose wrinkled in the

precursor of a snarl. Its tail will be tucked right under, with

most of the weight shifted onto the back legs and possibly a
paw raised, as well as growling or whining.

A dog in this state feels very vulnerable and is warning that it
will attack as a last resort. (Dogs can also have their bodies

lowered and ears back when they are in active submission 

however, it will be making obvious "grovelling" movements

with its paws; its tail may be down, but the tip is wagging and i[

may try to lick your mouth in a subnilssive gesture.)
It is interesting to note that occasionally, dogs that are really

scared can pretend to be confidently aggressive. Thus they

exhibit all the outward signs of donilnance aggression, such as
ears hard forward, tail held stiff and high, lips curled back to

show the canines and standing tall on their feet - but take a step

towards them or make any sudden move and you will see

everything fall back flat for a moment, as their true state of

mind reveals itself. Any dog that just stands there, holding its
ground, while showing these signs is a truly dominant dog and

is very dangerous.

A guide to the different body language of dogs is given in

Figure 2.
Certain breeds have physical characteristics which make it

harder to read their body language. Terriers, for example, are

bred to carry their tails high, even in a calm state. Dogs with

drooping ears or tails that curl over the back, such as beagles

and akitas, do not give the same signals as an alsatian with the

classic tail and pricked ears - and it can be difficult to see things

like raised hackles in hairy breeds or those with tight coats, like

poodles.

Handling a potentially dangerous dog
Body language enables you to proceed with caution - however,

you nilght recognise that a dog is afraid and is possibly going to
attack, but you're still obliged to handle, exanilne and treat it,
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Q~d
Well being - Calming

Helps to Manage
Fear of Travelling in Dogs ...

Naturally
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• Travel sickness is a common problem
reported by pet owners and whatever
the cause it is unpleasant and distressing
for the dog and the owner.

• Dog Appeasing Pheromone provides
reassurance and comfort In such

challenging situations. The dog feelsmore relaxed and is less apprellensive
of new surroundings.

• D.A.P.® Spray can be applied in the car,
in the carrier, in the cage, on bedding
and in kennels.
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CEVA Animal Health Ltd. SAN TE A N I MAL ~

90 The Broadway, Chesham,
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often under tin1.epressure as well.
Flip Calkoen, a dog trainer and behaviourist with nearly 30

years experience - which includes dealing with seriously
aggressive dogs at a canine rehabilitation centre in the
Netherlands - says that the biggest disadvantage veterinary staff
have is lack of time.

"If I had a timid dog cowering at the back of the cage, I
would take things in stages to get it used to my presence. I
would work with something like a clicker: whenever it moves
forward or shows less fear, I would click and treat ... so I spend
time making it feel safe about moving towards me. Of course,
this isn't possible in a short consultation or if the dog is pre-op
and can't eat anything.

"If you do have a regular nervous patient, however, it may be
worth working with the owner to bring the dog in regularly,
just to be weighed and have some non-threatening interaction
with the vet staff."

If you do have to handle a dog urgently, Flip reconm1ends
certain steps you can take to minimise the risks. "It's critical
you don't look a stressed dog in the eye or do threatening
things like bending over it. Avoid approaching it, especially if it
is cowering behind the owner or wedged into the owner's lap.

"Never reach a hand out towards a dog like that. If possible,
put something between you and the dog - such as a counter 
and ask the owner to hand you the leash; then ask the owner
to stay there and you walk out from behind the counter, taking
the dog with you. If there is no counter, position yourself
alongside the owner, with the dog on the other side, and ask
the owner to hand you the leash and walk with you a little,
before the owner stops and you continue walking on with the
dog. If the dog pulls back towards the owner, don't yank it,just
gently shift it away - quite easy if you have slippery lino
floors."

In most cases,just moving the dog away from the owner can
make a huge difference. "Owners often inadvertently
encourage and reward fearful behaviour," says Flip. "They are
usually reassuring and comforting the dog as it is being scared,
and this reinforces the angst.The dog also feels more support
when it is beside its leader/pack and is more likely to attack."

As for scared dogs that have to be retrieved fi-om the back of
cages, Flip recommends making the lead into a lasso and
flicking it over their heads, then gently pulling them out. Many
dogs actually Cah11.down once they feel the familiar pressure of
a lead and will feel more confident and start to move towards

you. Talk in a quiet, soothing voice: what you say is not
important,just the tone of voice.

In many cases, using a muzzle is actually the safest route and
can mean that the dog does not have to be restrained as much,
which makes it less stressful. If a regular patient has to be
muzzled, ask the owner to get the dog used to it away from the
surgery first, so that it doesn't immediately associate vets with
the added horror of being muzzled. A tape muzzle can be very
useful in urgent situations, as it can be quickly slipped on and
tied, compared to the more traditional basket or sock muzzles.

If a muzzle is not .used, then effective restraint is essential.
It is risky to trust an owner to hold a dog safely during
examination and treatment - much better for a second
member of staff to assistand use the correct methods of

restraint to stabilise a dog's head and prevent movement in
the body (Figure 3)

"The key,"says Flip,"is to remain passive and calm and to
make any movements slow,but confident." Be patient, but
firm, and help the dog gain confidence in you.
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